The Society of Construction Law Australia, Consult Australia and Association of Consulting Architects present:

Adrian Hughes QC has practised commercial and construction law at the Bar, since leaving the Royal Navy in 1984.

His practice focuses on complex commercial contract work. His main areas of expertise lie within the commercial and construction and engineering fields, but span a broad area including shipbuilding, rail, energy, project finance, insurance, shipping, international trade, environmental law, information technology and professional negligence.

| See bio overleaf |

Wednesday, 1st November
7:00am | Registration
7:15am | Hot Breakfast
8:00am | Keynote Presentation
9:15am | Event concludes

Parmelia Hilton
14 Mill Street | PERTH

$79 Members (SoCLA, CA, ACA)
$89 Non-members

Register Now

Breakfast with Adrian Hughes QC in Perth
Adrian’s experience working on London’s Olympic village project in the lead up to, and post, the 2012 games
ADRIAN HUGHES QC

AUSTRALIA TOUR NOVEMBER 2017

Adrian Hughes QC is a barrister and arbitrator practising construction and commercial law from 39 Essex Street chambers in London, with offices in Singapore and Kuala Lumpur.

For most of his career he has worked on disputes arising from major construction projects. Domestically these often involve PFI, PPP and NEC contracts in the road, rail, education, health and defence sectors. Much of his work is international arbitration arising from energy and infrastructure projects in North Africa, the Middle East and all parts of Asia. Recent international construction arbitrations as counsel have involved a power plant in Saudi Arabia (ICC London), a desalination plant in Algeria (SIAC), a mining project in Indonesia (SIAC) and a highways dispute in Hong Kong (HKIAC).

He sits regularly as arbitrator in international cases and is currently appointed in construction and commercial arbitrations by ICC, LCIA, KLRCA and Shanghai IAC. He also chairs and sits on Dispute Boards for international construction and infrastructure projects. He has a particular interest in arbitration in Asia and is on the Advisory Board of the Oxford University One Belt One Road Institute.

Adrian is a recent Chairman of the UK Society of Construction Law and is a staunch supporter of the Australian SCL, speaking at the inaugural conference in Perth in 2009 and the International SCL Conference in Melbourne in 2012.

e: adrian.hughes@39essex.com